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Completely revised for ASP.NET 2.0, this new edition of the best-selling ASP.NET Cookbook has everything you need to go from beginning to advanced Windows-based web site development using Microsoft's popular Visual Studio 2005 and ASP.NET 2.0 developer tools.  Written for the impatient professional, ASP.NET 2.0 Cookbook contains more than 125 recipes for solving common and not-so-common problems you are likely to encounter when building ASP.NET-based web applications. 		


 The recipes in this book, which run the gamut from simple coding techniques to more comprehensive development strategies, are presented in the popular Problem-Solution-Discussion format of the O'Reilly Cookbook series.  As with the first edition, every solution is coded in both C# and Visual Basic 2005.

Among the additions and revisions to this new edition are: 

	
    Three new chapters, including 25 new recipes for Master and Content pages, Personalization using Profiles and Themes, Custom Web Parts, and more
 				

    
	
    New code for every solution, rewritten to take advantage of features and techniques new to ASP.NET 2.0 and available for download

    


The ASP.NET 2.0 Cookbook continues to provide the most comprehensive coverage you'll find anywhere of:
 		

	
    Tabular controls, including the new GridView control
 				

    
	
    Data validation, including the new ASP.NET 2.0 validation controls, as well as techniques for performing your own validation programmatically
 				

    
	
    User and custom controls
 				

    
	
    Error handling, performance tuning, and caching

    


Whether you're new to ASP.NET or an experienced Microsoft developer, with ASP.NET 2.0 Cookbook, deliverance from a long day (or night) at your computer could be just one recipe away.
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MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2006
Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide...
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Introduction to Focused Ion Beams: Instrumentation, Theory, Techniques and PracticeSpringer, 2004
The focused ion beam (FIB) instrument has experienced an intensive period of maturation since its inception. Numerous new techniques and applications have been brought to fruition by the tireless efforts of some very innovative scientists with the foresight to recognize the potential of this upstart apparatus. Over the past few years, the FIB has...
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IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software Companion Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2008
The only Cisco authorized textbook that for the IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software course from the Cisco Networking Academy Program
	New Companion Guide format complements the online curriculum with insight and instruction from Academy instructors   
	A portable reference that supports all the topics in the new...
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The Confident Decision Maker: How to Make the Right Business and Personal Decisions Every TimeWilliam Morrow, 1993


	James Michael Goldsmith, a millionaire living in Paris in the late

	1950s, had everything going for him-he was the head of a

	successful pharmaceuticals company, Laboratoires Cassene,

	which in the three years since its inception had become one of

	France's greatest success stories; he had eloped with the beautiful

	heiress...
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Learn Objective-C on the Mac: For OS X and iOS (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012


	Welcome to Learn Objective-C on the Mac! This book is designed to teach you the basics of the

	Objective-C language. Objective-C is a superset of C and is the language used by many (if not

	most) applications that have a true OS X or iOS look and feel.

	In addition to presenting Objective-C, this book introduces you to its companion,...
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Microsoft® SQL Server® 2008 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2008
Teach yourself how to design and create SQL Server 2008 databases one step at a time. Work at your own pace through the book s practical, skill-building lessons and the hands-on practice files on CD. You ll begin by learning to install and configure SQL Server 2008, design a model database, and work with tables and indexes. Next, you ll learn...
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